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Abstract—Advanced cyberinfrastructure aims at making the use of streaming data a common practice in the scientific community. They offer an ecosystem that links data, compute, network, and users to deliver knowledge obtained from multiple data sources using large-scale computational models. However, integrating this heterogeneous data with time-sensitive systems is difficult due to a lack of programming abstractions that can allow data-driven reactive behaviors throughout the edge-to-cloud/HPC computing continuum. Here we present a methodology for incorporating contextual information into the application logic while taking into consideration the heterogeneity of the underlying platform and the unpredictability of the data. A fire science scenario that includes sensors at the network’s edge for smoke detection and computational models launched in the cloud for wildfire simulation and air quality assessment serves as the inspiration for this methodology. We then discuss research directions for tackling similar scenarios with a particular focus on resource management and programming models.

Index Terms—Urgent computing, Edge computing, Cyberinfrastructure, Uncertainty

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced Cyber Infrastructures (CIs) constitute major enablers for online analytics in science and engineering research. They provide holistic ecosystems comprising computing resources as well as data, software, networking along with coordination and user support. While integrating sophisticated data analytics for emerging applications deployed at the edge of the network presents additional architectural and technical challenges, CIs have a real potential to address today’s global challenges, such as pandemic management [1] or wildfire management [2].

Urgent analytics describe data-driven application workflows that leverage distributed data sources to support critical decision-making [3]–[5]. They aim at identifying critical events, and accelerate responses under strict time constraints and stringent error thresholds. For example, recent work on Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) systems builds on geographically distributed infrastructure to integrate multiple types of sensors for increasing the accuracy of detection while ensuring an efficient computation in terms of response time and robustness to partial infrastructure failures [6], [7].

Offering programmable reactive behaviors for applied models under platform uncertainty, or seamlessly integrating contextual information into the application logic while overcoming platform heterogeneity and data unpredictability, is one of the grails of urgent analytics. These two features are constrained by a number of factors. First, it is impossible for the domain scientist to satisfy the demand for time constraints or utility measures on their own because the target infrastructure and context are unknown during the design phase of applied models. Second, the applied models must maintain a separation between the concerns of domain experts (familiar with the applications) and those of resource managers (familiar with the infrastructure) in order to retain a certain level of genericity throughout the platform. Third, it is crucial to take into account the shared nature of the sensors and resources in CIs when selecting resource or performing actuations.

Due to these limitations, it is required to investigate a novel, comprehensive technique that integrates end users, resources, and services to enhance computing on CIs deployed along the Edge-to-Cloud Computing Continuum. Although the literature discusses cloud-centric models for capacity, latency, and mistakes, current efforts have not taken into account situations where immediate analytics on CI are required [8]. This methodology was inspired by reports of Utah’s air pollution as a result of the wildfires in California [9]. The SAGE platform, a cutting-edge CI aimed at AI-driven research at the edge, is equipped with sensors that could help classify, forecast, and connect these occurrences to better alerts and responses.

In this paper, we introduce a methodology for defining strategies for the deployment of urgent analytics on CI and continuum resources. The underlying premise of our strategy is that the interactions between the platform’s different subsystems and its complexity may be reduced to an abstract state machine with guarantees between its various transitions. Urgent applications require system management to balance requirements and costs as well as programming support to react to unforeseen events. This work is driven by an AI-enabled fire science scenario with sensors distributed over California, Oregon, and Utah. The scenario is based on the use of numerous plugins for monitoring and responding to fire events across various states and a variety of data sources, including concentration of air pollution, cloud movements, and smoke detection from wildfires. This will make it easier to develop original and important applications for SAGE.

1SAGE - Cyber Infrastructure for AI at the Edge - https://sagecontinuum.org/
and similar CIs and provide a better understanding of the requirements for urgent analytics.

This paper’s contributions are presented in three sections:

- A case study on a fire science scenario in Section II
- A methodology for defining policies for urgent analytics in Section III
- A research plan with challenges in programming models and resource management in Section IV

II. USE CASE

In this section, we introduce the features of urgent analytics, and the fire science use case that motivates this work. We then discuss the requirements associated with executing urgent analytics across CI spanning the Edge-to-Cloud Computing Continuum.

A. Urgent Computing

Urgent Computing refers to a class of time-critical scientific applications that leverage distributed data sources to facilitate important decision-making in a timely manner. The overall goal of Urgent Computing’s overarching objective is to anticipate scenarios’ outcomes in time to avert or lessen their unfavorable outcomes. For instance, responding to a Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) cyberattack on a network of geographically dispersed devices like ATMs requires gathering the local state of each device, turning it into a global understanding of the network, characterizing the observed phenomenon using an applied model, and then initiating the necessary actions [10].

Urgent analytics differ from other types of analytics because of the distribution and nature of the data, the complexity of the models, the strict error thresholds, and the time constraints. These workflows’ execution must combine the demand for a significant amount of processing power to reduce errors with the requirement to make sure that crucial data streams are processed and assimilated promptly [3], [4].

B. Fire scenario

Wildfires are among the most destructive natural disasters, destroying homes, wildlife habitat and timber, and polluting the air with emissions harmful to human health. Among many others in recent times, California’s Dixie Fire has burned closer to a thousand square miles in August 2021 [11]. The claims of increased air pollution in Utah as a direct effect of the wildfires in California served as the driver for our effort [9]. The motivating scenario is predicated on the utilization of a large number of applied models for the purpose of following and responding to fire events across a variety of states and different data sources. These plugins track wildfire events, track smoke plumes, and model downwind air pollution concentrations associated with wildfire smoke.

There is a significant possibility that these wildfire events might be recognized, predicted, and linked to better alerts and reactions using sensors spread over California, Oregon, and Utah2. Through a three-step approach, we aim to realize this possibility. First, the HPWREN network’s field cameras3 are situated in California as a collaborative, networked cyberinfrastructure. To extract photos and increase trust in detecting smoke events, camera feeds are processed using smoke detection models. Second, a Fire Simulator (FS) gathers latitude/longitude data from the cameras and produces fire metrics relating to the intensity of a starting fire. Finally, the Air Quality (AQ) Model runs a Lagrangian transport model with inputs from gridded weather datasets and fire emissions to produce a map of air pollution concentrations. The output is subsequently applied to decision-making or to initiate further sensing. Such a scenario’s specification calls for expertise from several fields and interdisciplinary cooperation.

C. Leveraging Cyber Infrastructures

Training and inference of applied models for machine learning (ML) is one of the key vectors for exploiting resources across the computing continuum. [12], [13]. This paradigm offers notable improvements for urgent analytics that seek to pinpoint extreme events and speed up response by setting off the necessary responses. Data inference, for instance, can be carried out in real-time close to ATM machines in the case of a DDoS detection model, and only pertinent data is sent to the cloud. Additionally, intermediate data from many Edge devices can be combined to enable quick decision-making based on utility or location-based features. While such requirements make large CIs ideal enablers due to their holistic approach that leverages end-users, resources, and services at the logical extreme of the network and along the data path [14], [15], exploiting resources across the continuum is challenging for urgent analytics [5].

In order to provide urgent analytics, developers and service providers must coordinate data-driven operations while taking into consideration the extreme system heterogeneity and the unpredictability brought on by the availability of data. Thus, for the end-to-end performance of these applications spread across the continuum, the adaptability of the resources and computational channels between the edge and the cloud, as well as programming abstractions that react at runtime to unforeseen occurrences, are required. Even though these problems are interconnected, developers cannot fix them on their own because the target infrastructure is unknown at the time of urgent analytics design. This led to the demand for a comprehensive and consistent methodology to produce and offer urgent analytics in light of a CI ecosystem.

III. METHODOLOGY FOR BUILDING URGENT ANALYTICS

The methodology presented in this Section is meant to serve as a general approach for developing urgent analytics across CIs. By bridging active learning and distributed observations in relation to the content of data, the cost of computations, and the urgency of results, this methodology targets the delivery and composition of urgent analytics in an intelligent manner. This approach is inspired by a growing body of literature on multi-armed bandits [16].

3http://hpwren.ucsd.edu/cameras/
In order to optimize the trade-off between resource costs and latency expectations, users are forced to make increasingly difficult decisions at runtime since user demand and infrastructure statuses are constantly changing and are challenging to predict with sufficient accuracy. The specification of reactive behaviors while delivering urgent analytics over the Edge-to-Cloud continuum involves all participants in the CI ecosystem to varied degrees.

The subject-matter experts in wildfire mitigation, such as firemen, have in-depth understanding of physical phenomena and how real-world actions affect the environment. The domain scientist seeks to understand how an event spreads and enhances models to incorporate on-field activities. The infrastructure manager is in charge of overseeing the network of distributed instruments and the processing resources required to put sensor-driven models into action. The developer then implements data-driven workflows that integrate the enabling infrastructure with the applied models. The fact that these actors share resources and there is uncertainty over the availability of data makes it more difficult for them to communicate.

The following case considers the management of a CI with long-running functions for transforming unstructured data into knowledge and on-demand analytics triggered by applied model outputs. We assume that in order to be supplied, a result on demand must adhere to strict time and quality requirements. The CI platform offers tools for establishing services and choosing computing resources so that data processing can be scaled up or down depending on the situation. While more powerful resources are available in the network’s core, either as internal CI resources or as external cloud/HPC resources, sensors are situated alongside constrained computing resources at the network’s edge.

The methodology’s final working hypothesis is that feedback on expectations in terms of timing and result quality is easily accessible for each result or data product supplied via the CI. The remainder of the Section breaks down the key elements used to establish dynamic policies for managing urgent analytics.

### A. Decisions

The first step is to identify how we are going to control the CI. The decisions represent discrete actions that are based on the state of the system at a certain moment. We argue it is important to represent decisions that are actually actionable by the system at any time during the execution.

Table I lists the decisions available in the motivating fire science use case grouped according to their targeted impact.

### B. Metrics

When installing an urgent workflow, the second stage is to decide how we will compare two or more possible outputs. The metrics stand in for the objectives connected with carrying out an urgent workflow. In the context of the fire science use case, we focus on performance metrics associated to the time and quality of the output.

#### C. Uncertainty

The third step consists in identifying new information that becomes available over time. The uncertainty represents events or data that was unknown when prior decisions were taken.

In the context of the fire science use case, the uncertainty is twofold (Table II). First, the starting fire itself has several means of detection (temperature, smoke, human intervention, etc.) and the associated location impacts the density of sensors and computing resources in nearby proximity. Second, the shared nature of resources introduces some variability about the computing and networking resources available when a fire event is detected.

#### D. Transitions

The fourth step is to model the evolution of the system and establish links between decisions and uncertain information. The transitions represent equations from a pre-decision state to a post-decision state following the processing of uncertain information. For many applications, these equations (or state transition models) are unknown but we assume they can be approximated using observations samples and refined over time.

#### E. Objective functions

The last step captures the metrics used to evaluate performance, and provides the basis for searching over policies that determines decisions. Particularly, the current methodology aims at writing objective functions in terms of decisions and variables associated with the system states. The description of the system state can be extensive by nature, however, our approach focuses on variables that are related to decisions of interest. For example, the location of a sensor constitutes relevant information for triggering additional resources in a given area. On the contrary, the battery level of the sensors does not participate to an actionnable decision. Even though this information would be available, it is not considered in the system state.
F. Proof of concept

The SAGE CI offers a substantial national infrastructure to support AI at the network edge. SAGE is an excellent example of the kind of testbed that provides a wide range of system variability for analyzing our recommended methodology. The tremendous unpredictability of data, resources, and services throughout the Edge/Cloud-HPC continuum amplifies this heterogeneity. The SAGE catalog of plugins proposes applied models produced regardless of the device or runtime scenario in which they will be employed. These plugins’ scheduling does not account for customized behaviour when data content includes time-sensitive instructions or extra calculations. Application formulations and programming abstractions that allow developers to reveal inherent flexibilities and trade-offs as well as create policies and procedures that could lead to runtime adjustments are needed to deal with this variability.

IV. RESEARCH CHALLENGES FOR DEPLOYING URGENT APPLICATIONS

We highlight three research challenges in this Section that should be taken into account when using the methods outlined in Section III. First, models for comprehending the evolution of system-wide metrics are needed when writing transitions between system states (IV. D). Therefore, new software abstractions are needed in order to give CI applications the capacity to trade cost and quality (IV. F) using platform-aware plug-ins. Finally, in order to assure consistency of decisions, picking decisions (IV. A) would benefit from a distributed control layer.

A. Understanding the variability of the resources composing the continuum

The right comprehension of the performance of certain deployments of urgent analytics (mapping of the various services across the continuum) and the corresponding limits of the underlying infrastructure are early challenges that applications developers and resource managers must overcome. The goal of this research activity is to create a general model for predicting urgent analytics performance over the continuum. An analytical model that incorporates state variables that describe the system, decision variables that inform what is to be controlled, external information that influences the system, transitions that describe the system’s evolution, and finally objective functions as a way to evaluate performance metrics is absolutely necessary. While literature on cloud-centric models for capacity, latency, and mistakes exists, recent works have not taken into account scenarios involving the desire for urgent analytics. In order to develop a predictive engine for assessing the availability and efficiency under various stressing load situations, this research effort will involve developing and validating a collection of models describing the dynamics of the continuum.

B. Delivering software abstractions to program urgent analytics

Data gathering, data filtering, data processing, and the delivery of data products are critical components of the lifecycle of an urgent analytics program. These steps must be tuned in real time based on the complexity of the calculations, cost of the data, and time sensitiveness of the output. In order to process all video streams from a sizable monitored region, for instance, a query must be made without knowing the precise number and positions of the cameras that are currently in operation. The requested data can be larger in size or contain more information than anticipated, which will cause a resource selection to choose the most suitable computational resources within the continuum. It is necessary to abstract and automate the process of finding data sources and choosing computational resources. Otherwise, it creates a barrier of entry for the implementation of urgent analytics by taking developers away from the application logic.

We propose to build this implementation based on approximation techniques for data collection [17], decoupled interaction for resource discovery [18], attribute-based profiles for microservices [19] and location aware routing of messages [20]. We aim at validating this activity by identifying qualitative improvements in design and organization (ease of building urgent analytics), while evaluating implementation and operation in quantitative aspects (improvement of the application performance). The outcome is the creation of repeatable processes and artifacts that will be used to develop a realistic wildfire scenario across distributed sites.

C. Enabling control of the continuum through model-driven feedback

The Computing Continuum presents new issues relating to its control and adaptation while aggregating the architectural and algorithmic challenges of its subcomponents. Subcomponents naturally impact one another when undertaking urgent analytics since they compete on the same playing field. Building a holistic perception of the system is difficult since it is difficult to foresee the demand for urgent analytics and infrastructure volatility with adequate accuracy. Specifically, use cases where edge devices operate with insufficient or partial knowledge of the infrastructure lead to decisions being made in isolation that might negatively affect the overall performance [21], [22]. More research is needed to examine appropriate abstractions with current technologies because seminal work on knowledge planes suggests that identifying appropriate high-level abstractions based on AI and cognitive tools (rather than algorithmic approaches) are best suited to meet adaptation objectives level. We suggest looking for a distributed control layer between the continuous infrastructure and urgent analytics applications. Our working hypothesis for this problem is that model-driven feedback can help handle the combined effects of the many concurrent autonomy-related tasks that will be active across the infrastructure.

In addition to the anticipated cost reductions and performance enhancements, overcoming these research obstacles

<https://portal.sagecontinuum.org/apps/explore>
will enable the introduction of unique context-aware adaptations. This will improve understanding of the conditions for decentralized analytics and make it simpler to design unique and significant applications for CIs and related dynamic data systems.

V. RELATED WORK

Motivation: supporting the mapping and reconfiguration of urgent analytics onto massively distributed resources.

Configuration adaptation for Edge-based Systems: Analyzing concurrently multiple data streams with limited resources forces resource-quality trade-offs. As the incoming data are processed concurrently, resources available to each data stream are often unknown. Online/offline configurations adaptation is currently a promising solution to address the issue of limited resources [23]–[27]. In [26], Wang et al. adopt an offline configuration adaptation and bandwidth allocation strategies to address the issue of limited resources between IoT devices and edge nodes. Systems in [24], [27] adopt an online configuration adaptation algorithms for video analytics in Edge computing. However, these systems focus on analysis stages, but not on the complete workflow. Additionally, they only target Edge-based video analytics applications.

Deep Learning for self-adaptive systems: Deep Learning techniques have been applied to reduce large adaptation spaces of Self-Adaptive systems [28], [29]. DLASER applies a deep learner first to reduce the adaptation space for the threshold goals and then ranks these options for the optimization goal [30]. In [31], authors perform an adaptation of the search space granularity to have a trade-off between precise decisions and performance, using a constructivist approach. Other approaches use planning and re-use of sequences of actions to guide decisions [32]–[34]. While these works map control properties to software qualities in the face of uncertainty, they do not perform evaluations with large dimensions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The scientific drivers of this paper are the delivery and composition of applied models for AI-driven fire science and the minimization of the effects of wildfires across states. The implementation of such workflow is based on three principal areas of study: (1) the development of reusable models for capturing edge resource dynamics to understand the availability and effectiveness of CIs. In order to support the autonomous reconfiguration of applications, resources, and services under constraints, particularly for urgent applications, (2) we intended to explore software abstractions for programming reactive and time-critical analytics across the edge-cloud/HPC continuum, and finally (3) addressing cost/benefit tradeoffs at runtime in a cross-layer manner.

The results are not only anticipated to advanced the fields of data-driven analytics and resource management, but also to have broad impacts on repeatable artifacts and processes in order to encourage multidisciplinary teams of application specialists, end users, developers, and researchers to enable integrated solutions.
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